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In the present work binary mixtures of varying concentrations of two miscible hydrocarbons, 1,2,3,4-
tetrahydronaphtalene (THN) and n-dodecane (C12), are subjected to increasing pressure up to
50 MPa in order to investigate the dependence of the so-called concentration contrast factor (CF),
i.e., (∂n/∂c)p,T , on pressure level. The refractive index is measured by means of a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. The setup and experimental procedure are validated with different pure fluids in the
same pressure range. The refractive index of the THN-C12 mixture is found to vary both over pres-
sure and concentration, and the concentration CF is found to exponentially decrease as the pressure is
increased. The measured values of the refractive index and the concentration CFs are compared with
values obtained by two different theoretical predictions, the well-known Lorentz-Lorenz formula and
an alternative one proposed by Looyenga. While the measured refractive indices agree very well with
predictions given by Looyenga, the measured concentration CFs show deviations from the latter of
the order of 6% and more than the double from the Lorentz-Lorenz predictions.

I. INTRODUCTION

A number of fluid properties and phenomena can be
accurately and conveniently investigated by means of re-
fined quantitative optical techniques which take advantage
of the use of some, typically coherent, light source. Just to
give some examples close to our experience: fluid proper-
ties like the mass diffusion coefficient of binary mixtures,1

the Soret coefficient,1–5 phenomena like non-equilibrium
fluctuations6–13 have been extensively studied through
techniques such as Mach-Zehnder interferometry,1 static
and dynamic light scattering,10,11, 14–17 beam deflection,2–5

shadowgraph6,8–10, 12, 13 and other scattering in the near field
(SINF) techniques.11, 12, 18–21 In most of the aforementioned
cases one needs to know a priori the dependence of the re-
fractive index of the liquid under analysis on the relevant pa-
rameter (concentration, temperature, etc.) in order to derive
accurate measurements. This dependence is also commonly
referred to as the contrast factor (CF) defined as (∂n/∂c)p,T

for the concentration CF and (∂n/∂T )p,c for the temperature
CF. Unfortunately, literature data are not always available for
the mixture of interest, and when available, they are not al-
ways of good quality as pointed out previously.22, 23 More-
over, data are typically limited to atmospheric pressure, and
theoretical predictions are not always reliable in many practi-
cal cases.
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Recently, the oil industry has shown great interest in
studying transport properties.24 Since conditions under which
crude oil is found underground imply high pressure (HP) and
diffusion in porous media, it is important to analyze the influ-
ence of the pressure and the interaction with a porous medium
on the transport properties of liquid mixtures.25 This is done
to achieve better reliability of the algorithms used for simu-
lating the crude oil behavior in oil fields. Nevertheless, ther-
mal diffusion data under reservoir conditions are very scarce
and not very recent.26, 27 In this view, we are interested in per-
forming high-pressure interferometric measurements on bi-
nary mixtures stressed by a temperature gradient and going
through Soret separation across a porous medium. For doing
this we first attempted to precisely measure the concentration
CF of a binary mixture in a wide pressure range. As a conse-
quence we had the need to validate our experimental values
with a theoretical approach able to account for the effect of
pressure.

The choice of the particular model binary mixture to
study has been mainly driven by the need of having a
mixture which is already well characterized at atmospheric
pressure,28 and which also provides a strong Soret effect.
On this basis the liquid mixture has been chosen as 1,2,3,4-
tetrahydronaphtalene (THN)–n-dodecane (n-C12) kept at a
constant temperature Tmean = 25 ◦C.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
Sec. II, the experimental setup is described along with de-
tails of the high pressure thermodiffusion cell and the inter-
ferometric setup; in Sec. III, details are provided for the algo-
rithm that allows us to obtain the refractive index as a function
of the pressure and for the procedure to obtain the refractive
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FIG. 1. Experimental set-up including: (A) high pressure cell without porous
media inside, (B) filling and high pressure system, (C) pressure measure-
ment, (D) temperature measurement, (E) Mach-Zehnder interferometer, and
(F) control hardware and software.

index derivative (∂n/∂c)p,T ; in Sec. IV, experimental results
are presented and compared with theory; and finally several
conclusions are provided in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The core of the experimental apparatus is a high pressure
cell, specifically designed for performing thermodiffusion ex-
periments at high pressure and across a porous medium. In
Fig. 1 the whole apparatus is sketched to summarize the func-
tional elements, consisting of

(A) high pressure cell;
(B) filling and high pressure system;
(C) pressure measurement;
(D) temperature measurement;
(E) Mach-Zehnder interferometer;
(F) control hardware and software.

A. High pressure cell

The design of the high pressure cell has been opti-
mized for performing interferometric measurements at high
pressure for a liquid mixture under a temperature gradi-
ent and filling a porous medium. The high pressure cell
consists of a stainless steel cylinder with two liquid cir-
cuits at its top and bottom. Pure water circulating through
these loops comes from two distinct temperature controlled
baths to keep the top and bottom of the cell at two distinct
temperatures with a stability of ±0.1 ◦C over many days.
Figure 2 shows the detail of the cell. The interior of the
cell has a volume V = 3.5 ml with a height h = 45 mm.
Its central part has a cylindrical shape whose diameter is d
= 10 mm. Most of this volume is normally filled by a porous
medium consisting of a monolithic silica cylinder of the
same diameter of the cell interior and height h′ = 32.2 mm.
The porous medium is essential for our studies in which we
attempt to mimic the behavior of fluids within oil fields. In
fact, typical oil fields conditions are that of fluids moving
through porous media at high pressure and with temperature

FIG. 2. High pressure cell: (C) cap filled with water; (OR) O-ring; (SW)
sapphire window; (S) steel; (PM) porous media; (CR) centering ring; (DV)
dead volume; (TC) thermocouple; and (I) insulator.

gradients. The porous media also helps to avoid convection
in the cell. At the two extremities of the porous medium, two
free volumes which we refer to as dead volumes (DVs) al-
low refractive index measurements by means of interferom-
etry. The optical access to the two DVs is provided by two
opposing sapphire windows for each DV letting a laser beam
pass through the fluid perpendicular to the cell axis. Figure 3
shows the detail of one DV. As it can be seen, the DV has a
“T” shape. As explained in Sec. IV, the value of the optical
path has been obtained from the analysis of experimental data
taken with pure toluene, hexane, and water, and it is d∗ = 21.5
± 0.3 mm. The cell is designed to maintain a liquid mixture
in a pressure range between 1 and 1000 bar and in a tem-
perature range between 5 ◦C and 40 ◦C. The cell is externally
covered by a ceramic insulator in order to limit heat transfer
between the cell walls and the environment. Since the experi-
ments we report in this work have been performed in isother-
mal conditions and influence due to the porous medium was
to be avoided, the latter has been removed from the cell before
starting the experiment campaign.

B. Filling and high pressure system

The cell is filled by connecting it to a filling system con-
sisting of: a rotary vacuum pump able to evacuate most of the
air from the cell before filling operations down to a residual
pressure of about 10 Pa; a fluid vessel at atmospheric pres-
sure; a manual volumetric pump, and a number of valves to

FIG. 3. Detail of the dead volume in the cell: (PM) upper part of the porous
media; (OR) O-ring; (CR) centering ring; (SW) sapphire window; (TC) ther-
mocouple; and (C) cap filled with water.
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facilitate the procedure. Briefly, after a low vacuum is made
inside the cell, the mixture to be studied is transferred to the
cell by letting it enter from its bottom side. In this phase, vi-
sual inspection through the sapphire windows is needed to
check bubble presence. The cell is then abundantly fluxed
with the fluid mixture. At the end of the procedure the valve
V4 is closed and the volumetric pump is operated to modify
the liquid pressure within the cell and perform the experimen-
tal runs.

C. Pressure measurement

A manometer (Keller, PAA-33X/80794, pressure range:
0.1 ÷ 100 MPa, precision ±0.03 MPa) is connected between
the volumetric pump and the cell and constantly checks the
pressure of the fluid mixture. The manometer signal is trans-
ferred using an acquisition card (National Instruments, NI
9215) interfaced to a computer in order to save pressure data
in synchrony with optical measurements.

D. Temperature measurement

At the top and bottom of the cell, two K-type thermo-
couples are positioned within the two DVs in contact with the
liquid. Also the thermocouples are connected to the computer
to save synchronized data. The connections between the elec-
tronics and the acquisition card needed separate and accurate
grounding to limit the level of periodic noise in the tempera-
ture measurements.

E. Mach-Zehnder interferometer

The optical setup for the Mach-Zehnder interferometer
is shown in Fig. 1. An He-Ne laser (Melles Griot, 25 LHP
151-230) operating with a wavelength of λ = 632.8 nm and a
power of P = 15 mW generates a TEM00 plane wave which
is used as is without further spatial filtering. The beam inten-
sity is modulated by rotating a linear polarizer P1 in front of
the laser tube before performing each experiment. The beam
is deflected by a metallic mirror M1 and is made to diverge
by means of a positive lens L1 ( f = 2 cm). A 50/50 beam
splitter BS1 divides the beam into two beams of equal in-
tensity, the former passing through one DV of the cell (and
then bent again by mirror M3), while the latter is deflected
by mirror M2. The beams are recombined at a second 50/50
beam splitter BS2 and eventually propagate to the CCD cam-
era (Cohu, 7712-3000, 8-bit camera) after being captured by
a microscope objective MO ( f = 2 mm, 4X) placed at a dis-
tance L = 15 cm from the sensor plane. It has been chosen
to investigate just one vertical line out of the entire image,
because this is enough for a good characterization of the si-
nusoidal intensity modulation. The intensity of the laser and
the exposure time of the CCD camera are tuned to prevent
saturation of the CCD.

In the typical configuration for performing thermodiffu-
sion experiments, the two cell DVs are within the two arms
of the interferometer, thus allowing recovery of the refractive
index differences between the two DVs. However, since in

the present work the cell is isothermal and no concentration
gradient is supposed to be present in the fluid mixture, only
one DV is crossed by one interferometer arm, the other beam
passing through air. In this way the variations of the refractive
index of the fluid inside the cell are measured over time.

The entire optical set-up is mounted on an optical table,
extensive tests have been performed to evaluate the effect of
environmental vibrations on the quality of the interferometric
measurements and different actions have been taken to reduce
the noise, mainly provided by the thermostatic baths operat-
ing very close to the optical table. These actions led to a satis-
factory reduction of high frequency noise such that the RMS
noise afterwards was on the order of 0.1 fringes over 24 h.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The aim of the interferometric measurements is to get
quantitative information about the phase difference between
the two laser beams at the interference plane which is conju-
gated to the sensor plane by the microscope objective. Since
one of the two beams passes through the cell while the other
one is a reference beam passing in air, the interferogram phase
that is acquired by the CCD camera changes as a function of
the refractive index variation inside the cell. The phase differ-
ence at the interference plane can be written as

ϑ = − (kl − ko) · d∗ = −2π

λo
(nl − no) · d∗, (1)

where kl is the wave vector of the laser beam passing through
a length d* of the liquid with refractive index nl , ko is the wave
vector of both beams in air, and λo is the wavelength of the
laser beam in vacuum. To obtain the desired information one
has to identify the phase change in the recorded interference
fringe pattern.

To achieve this, the pixel intensities over one vertical line
(perpendicular to the fringe pattern) are fit with the following
function via custom LABVIEW R© software:

I (y) = a · cos2(b · y − c′) + d. (2)

In Eq. (2) the quantity of interest is the phase term c′,
the other three terms being not expected to change too much
during the experiment execution, as we checked by analyz-
ing the fitting outputs. In order to improve the fitting results,
the data are first normalized before feeding the fit procedure.
The normalization aims at providing a uniform height to the
sinusoidal function, which is not the case for the raw data be-
cause of beam non-uniformity and imperfect overlap of the
two interfering beams, both caused by defects of the optical
elements.

The fitting software takes the output values of each fit-
ting sequence as the initial values for the following one, thus
actually performing automatic unwrapping of the phase. This
means that the obtained phase values c′ are not limited to the
range [−π/2, π/2] and do not need further unwrapping. In
Fig. 4, a plot of the normalized pixel values as a function
of the spatial position over the vertical line is plotted along
with the fitting curve. Data points shown in Fig. 4 have also
been averaged along the horizontal axis thus providing a con-
sistent noise reduction. This procedure, however, does not
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FIG. 4. Normalized values of interference intensities as recorded by the CCD
camera as a function of the vertical position after averaging over horizontal
lines (black square dots) and values for fitting function (red continuous line).

significantly increase the quality of the fitting, for this rea-
son all the analyses in the following have been performed by
fitting data points of one single line, thus reducing the amount
of resources needed for performing the fitting live.

The experimental procedure begins by introducing the
given sample mixture (at one concentration value) into the
cell with the procedure described in Sec. II, after which the
cell is pressurized up to approximately 10 MPa. The pressure
is manually changed at increments of 2.5 MPa using the vol-
umetric pump from atmospheric pressure until 40 MPa and
by increments of 1 MPa until 50 MPa. First the pressure is
increased and then it is decreased over the same range. While
the pressure is manually increased the software acquires an
image every 100 ms and extracts in real-time one vertical
line, previously chosen upon visual inspection of the inter-
ferograms, on which the fitting procedure is performed. The
temperatures of the top and bottom DVs are also acquired to-
gether with the pressure within the cell. For each pressure slot
a text file is saved containing the values of time, pressure,
temperatures and phase as obtained by the fitting procedure.
The pressure and the scrolled fringes as a function of time
are shown for one pressure slot in Fig. 5. Noise in the pres-
sure measurement is due to the somewhat low precision of the
pressure sensor.

FIG. 5. The upper figure shows the pressure p (t) and the lower figure shows
the number of scrolled fringes �N (t) as a function of time t during the pres-
sure increase from 20 and 22.5 MPa for the 50 wt.% binary mixture.

FIG. 6. The upper figure shows the number of scrolled fringes �N (p) as a
function of pressure p for the same slot as Fig. 5, together with a linear fit.
The lower figure shows the deviation of the pressure from the linear fit �p as
a function of the scrolled fringes �N .

In all measurements the phase variation as a function
of pressure is always close to about one scrolled fringe per
0.1 MPa of pressure change within the cell. This poses a limit
in the speed at which the pressure is changed during the exper-
iment. We roughly limited the speed to less than 0.1 MPa/s,
thus being sure to observe at least 10 recordings for each
fringe scroll, sufficient to be sure not to lose fringes from the
phase computation. During the pressure change, constant vi-
sual checks of the intensity profile and the fitting (as in Fig. 4)
were also performed to be sure that the fitting procedure did
not fail. There were few instances of fitting failures and the
corresponding datasets were discarded and the corresponding
measurements repeated.

To obtain the value of the variation of the phase as a func-
tion of the pressure, a linear fit was applied to the resulting
data of fringe scrolling versus pressure for each pressure slot,
as shown in Fig. 6.

As can be noticed by inspection of Figs. 5 and 6, the pres-
sure values close to the extremities of the pressure slot con-
sist of many data points because the recording is started some
seconds before the pressure increase is initiated and stopped
somewhat after its end. To avoid these points weighting too
much in the fitting procedure, their frequency was calculated
and its square inverse was used as a weight for the linear fit.
Figure 6 also shows the deviation of the pressure from the val-
ues of the linear fit as a function of the scrolled fringes. From
this representation one can notice that the pressure measure-
ments are randomly scattered around the linear fit behavior
with an RMS of 0.03 MPa. From the resulting �N/�p fit
one can obtain the refractive index of the mixture at different
pressure levels through the following relation:

n (pb) = n (pa) + λ

d∗ · �N

�p
(pb − pa) , (3)

where pb is the final pressure, pa the initial pressure in a slot,
and the refractive index values at atmospheric pressure were
taken from literature.
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FIG. 7. The upper figure shows the number of scrolled fringes per MPa of pressure change �N/�p (p) as a function of pressure p for pure toluene at 20 ◦C.
The lower figure shows measured (�), reference values from literature (Ref. 29) (�) and corrected (�) refractive index n (p) as a function of pressure p.

Before starting the experimental runs with the binary sys-
tem, we performed calibration measurements with toluene,
hexane, and water.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Validation of the experimental procedure

In order to validate the high pressure cell and the mea-
surement technique, we measured the refractive index of
three different pure fluids (toluene, hexane, and water, which
refractive indices as a function of pressure are given in
literature29–31) as a function of pressure in the range from at-
mospheric pressure up to 50 MPa. In Fig. 7, we report the
values of �N/�p as a function of pressure for pure toluene
at 20 ◦C, together with the refractive index as a function of
pressure as recovered by using Eq. (3).

As suggested by Takagi et al.29 as the pressure is in-
creased the measurement of �N/�p is overestimated and
this can be taken into account by including a correction factor
into Eq. (3). Including this correction, Eq. (3) can be written
as

n (pb) = n (pa) + λ

d∗ ·
(

�N

�p
− ξ (p)

)
(pb − pa) , (4)

where ξ (p) is the correction term for the strain on the opti-
cal windows due to pressure. Moreover, the determination of
the refractive index is very much sensitive to the value of the
optical path d∗. Therefore, aiming at calibrating our proce-
dure, we proceeded in fitting our data to the reference val-
ues by using ξ (p) and d∗ as two fitting parameters. Follow-
ing Takagi we use a linear equation for the correction term:
ξ (p) = ap + b, but the first order term is typically much
smaller than the constant one, so that we decided to neglect
it and fit our data with the simpler function ξ (p) = b.

After fitting the data for all the three pure fluids the re-
sulting optical path was d∗ = 21.5 ± 0.3 mm, the uncertainty

being given by the deviation from the mean value, while our
reference value from the cell provider was d∗ = 21.5
± 0.3 mm. Also, the correction factor was ξ (p) = 0.21
± 0.05 MPa−1.

In Fig. 8 we report the deviation of the toluene measure-
ments from reference values at 20 and 30 ◦C, with and without
the correction factor.

With the correction described above, the deviation of the
corrected data from reference values has an RMS of about
5 × 10−5 and is randomly distributed around zero. Similar
graphs and deviations were obtained for hexane and water. It
is worth pointing out that this correction affects only the abso-
lute determination of the refractive index, but does not affect
the measurement of the concentration CF, since the latter is
calculated as a derivative of values at different concentrations,
but at the same pressure.

FIG. 8. Refractive index deviation from reference data (Ref. 29) for the mea-
sured values (�) and corrected with Eq. (4) measurements (◦) as a function
of the pressure p for the toluene at 20 ◦C in the upper figure and 30 ◦C in the
lower figure.
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FIG. 9. Refractive index n (c) of the THN + C12 mixture as a function of
the concentration c, and for different pressure levels ranging from 0.1 up to
50 MPa.

B. Measurements with the binary system

Sample mixtures of 1,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphtalene (THN)
and n-dodecane (C12) are prepared at different concentrations
ranging from 48 up to 52 wt.%, by preparing 100 g of solu-
tion. The balance sensitivity is on the order of 10−3 g, the
uncertainty on c is thus estimated to be ±1 × 10−4.

The atmospheric values for the refractive index of the
mixture are obtained by the empirical formula:32

n (c) = 1.418 + 0.0836c + 0.0333c2, (5)

which is valid for the THN + C12 mixture for all concentra-
tions and at 25 ◦C. After introducing the samples and wait-
ing for temperature equilibrium, we start the recording of the
number of scrolled fringes per MPa. The refractive index is re-
cursively calculated for all the pressure values up to 50 MPa
as in Sec. III. The uncertainty on n is estimated at ±0.00001
at 2.5 MPa and ±0.0001 at 50 MPa.

In Fig. 9, the refractive index is shown as a function of
the concentration of the THN + C12 mixture for different
pressure levels: for the sake of clarity not all pressure values
are shown.

The concentration CF is then given by CF (co)
= ∂n/∂c (co)|p,T . A linear fit was performed on the exper-
imental values of n (c), the slope of which is assumed to
be equal to the concentration CF at co = 0.5 = 50 wt.%.
Figure 10 shows the calculated concentration CF as a func-
tion of pressure.

The solid curve in Fig. 10 corresponds to an exponential
decay fit, the equation of which is:

∂n

∂c
= 0.1141 + 0.0027 exp

(
− p

12.6

)
. (6)

From this we can deduce some qualitative information
about the concentration contrast factor behavior as a function
of pressure. First, the contrast factor is always positive, mean-
ing that an increase of the refractive index is obtained if the
mixture is enriched in THN whatever the pressure, as at atmo-
spheric pressure. Second, there is a decrease of the value of
the concentration contrast factor as pressure increases, mean-

FIG. 10. Concentration CF for the mixture THN + C12 at 25 ◦C as a func-
tion of the pressure. Open circles represent experimental data points, while
the continuous line is an exponential decay fit.

ing that the same variation of the concentration of the mixture
gives rise to a smaller variation of its refractive index at high
pressure. Third, the exponential decay shows a high pressure
limit of 0.1141 which differs from the atmospheric pressure
value of 0.1169 by about 3%.

C. Discussion

1. Working equations

The refractive index of a fluid can be theoretically pre-
dicted by the well-known Lorentz-Lorenz (LL) formula:22,33

[
n2 − 1

n2 + 2

]
(LL)

= 4π

3
NAρ

α

M
, (7)

in which NA is Avogadro’s number, ρ the density of the fluid,
M the molar mass, and α the molecular polarizability of the
component. There exist different variants of the LL formula,
among which the Looyenga (LO) approach provides the fol-
lowing result:22, 34

[n2/3 − 1](LO) = 4π

3
NAρ

α

M
. (8)

Both these equations can be extended to fluid mixtures
once a suitable mixing rule is provided. As a first and simple
attempt, we will use a linear additive mixing rule so that the
two formulas are extended to mixtures as follows:22[

n2 − 1

n2 + 2

]
(LL)

= 4π

3
NAρ

∑
i

ciαi

Mi
, (9)

[n2/3 − 1](LO) = 4π

3
NAρ

∑
i

ciαi

Mi
, (10)

in which ci is the mass fraction, Mi the molar mass, and αi

the molecular polarizability of component i .
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The concentration CF for a binary mixture with a linear
mixing rule can be deduced to be(

∂n

∂c

)
p,T (LL)

= (n2 − 1)(n2 + 2)

6n

×
[
1

ρ

(
∂ρ

∂c

)
P,T

+
α1
M1

− α2
M2

cα1
M1

+ (1−c)α2
M2

]
, (11)

(
∂n

∂c

)
p,T (LO)

= 3

2
(n − n1/3)

×
[
1

ρ

(
∂ρ

∂c

)
P,T

+
α1
M1

− α2
M2

cα1
M1

+ (1−c)α2
M2

]
, (12)

in which 1/ρ (∂ρ/∂c)P,T = β is the mass expansion coeffi-
cient of the mixture.

Two kind of comparison can be performed to validate
our measurements. First, one can compare the left hands of
Eqs. (9) and (10) (with the experimental values of n) with
the corresponding right hands of the respective equations, in
order to check the measured values of the refractive index n
against the two different theoretical approaches. Second, one
can compare the left hands of Eqs. (11) and (12) (with the
measured values of the concentration CF) against the right
hands of the same formulas. In this way, a check of the con-
centration CF against the two theories is obtained. In order to
perform these comparisons one needs to know the values of
the molecular polarizability of the two molecules as well as
the density and the mass expansion coefficient of the mixture
as a function of the pressure. While the latter have been mea-
sured by some of us in a previous experiment,35 the former
is not easy to measure and there exist no reference value in
literature for the two components of choice at high pressure.

In order to obtain the polarizability, quantum calcula-
tions have been performed as detailed in the Appendix. Es-
sentially these calculations showed a marginal dependence of

FIG. 11. Corresponding values of the function F (n) as a function of the
pressure for the binary mixture THN + C12 at 50 wt.%. The solid line rep-
resents the application of the LL formula (Eq. (9)) to the experimental data,
while the dotted line represents the LO one (Eq. (10)). Open squares represent
the right hand side of both equations and include the values of the molecular
polarizability obtained by quantum calculations.

FIG. 12. Comparison between the experimental values of the concentration
CF (empty circles) and theoretical predictions given by LL (continuous line)
and LO (dashed line) approaches.

the molecular polarizability upon pressure change and pro-
vided the values to be used in Eqs. (9)–(12).

2. Comparison with theory

The density and mass expansion coefficient of the THN
+ C12 mixture were previously measured35 in the pres-
sure range from atmospheric pressure up to 20 MPa. For
this reason the comparison between experimental data and
theoretical predictions will be performed only up to this pres-
sure level. The values of the density and the mass expan-
sion coefficient together with the calculated polarizabilities
and the molar masses (M1 = 132.2 g mol−1 for THN, M2

= 170.34 g mol−1 for C12) allowed us to perform a compar-
ison between the experimental values of n and the concentra-
tion CF with the theoretical predictions provided by the LL
and LO approaches, as by Eqs. (9)–(12). Figure 11 shows the
results of the comparison between the experimental values for
F (n) (the left hand of Eqs. (9) and (10)) and the theoretical
values provided by the right hand side of the same equations
for the binary mixture THN + C12 at a mass fraction of 50%.

The calculated values fit well to those obtained from the
LO formula, thus confirming the observations of Sengers and
co-workers.22 In Fig. 12, the experimental values of the con-
centration CF (empty circles) are compared with the theoreti-
cal predictions given by Eqs. (11) and (12), i.e., the theoretical
values provided by the LL formula (continuous line) and by
the LO formula (dashed line) with a linear mixing rule.

Again the predictions provided by the LO formula pro-
vide a better match with our experimental data points, even
if, for the concentration CF that is a derived quantity, the dis-
crepancy between experiment and theory is not negligible on
the order of 6%. The discrepancy between experiment and the
values given by LL formula is of the order of 14%.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In sight of future measurements of the Soret coefficients
at high pressure for the mixture of THN + C12 at c = 0.5 and
lacking of available data, our Mach-Zendher interferometer
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has been modified to measure the concentration contrast fac-
tor (∂n/∂c)P,T at different pressures in the range between at-
mospheric pressure and 50MPa. Measurements demonstrated
an exponential decay in the concentration CF with pressure
in the pressure range under investigation for this mixture. A
comparison with theory required the calculation of the two
molecules polarizabilities as a function of pressure. The com-
parison between our experimental results of n and the concen-
tration CF with the results provided by Lorentz-Lorenz and
Looyenga formulas extended to binaries with a linear mixing
rule showed very good agreement with the Looyenga formula
for the refractive index and a certain agreement with the de-
duced expression of concentration CF.
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APPENDIX: POLARIZABILITY QUANTUM
CALCULATIONS

Ab initio calculations of (hyper)polarizabilities are nowa-
days of routine for molecular systems into gas phase, i.e.,
isolated systems.36 Theoretical studies concerning many
molecular systems developed with the help of analytical or
numerical approaches is prolix in this field. So, it is not sur-
prising to find theoretical data on systems studied in this
work.37 Nevertheless, pressure information is not available
and models are generally not adapted to take into account this
parameter. Automatic algorithms devoted to the calculation of
local properties like individual polarizability under pressure
must then be developed as detailed in the following.

Different configurations of the isolated and/or embed-
ded THN and C12 fluids have been tested, the environmen-
tal effects such as pressure and interaction energies being
key parameters in explaining the refractive index dependence,
shown in the LL or LO formulas. Ab initio calculations were
applied by using the 6-311+G** basis set.38 The method used
was the density functional theory (DFT), namely wB97XD
(Ref. 39) including a long-range corrected hybrid density
functional with damped atom-atom dispersion corrections.
Optimized geometries, energies, and analytical first deriva-
tives were obtained with the GAUSSIAN 09 package.40 Zero-

FIG. 13. Geometric equilibrium configuration for the six-embedded THN
molecule for a given pressure.

point energy, (an)harmonic frequencies,41 dipole moments,
mean static polarizability data,42 molar volumes, and non-
bonding orbital (NBO) atomic charges were also calculated.
Basis-set superposition error was corrected with the use of the
counterpoise method.

For each system, calculations were first carried out on up
to six-embedded THN and C12 molecules in order to simulate
the effect of pressure on global structures. Global relaxations
on both the central and the lateral molecules were generated
with the use of a Kshell/bash script devoted to the potential
energy surfaces (PES) constructions and analysis. Three val-
ues of the pressure (0.1, 25, and 50 MPa) were taken into
account corresponding to three different densities for each
fluid (see Table I), and further generating three different val-
ues of the distance from the equilibrium state between six of
the nearest neighbors and the central molecule as can be seen
in the Fig. 13 for the THN molecule.

Eventually, the corresponding perturbed wave function of
the central investigated system was then used to successfully
solve the Schrödinger equation. The strategy used to calcu-
late the electrical properties of the isolated wave-function un-
der pressure effect is based on the polarizable solvent model
(PCM) principle.43 A molar model volume was used to cal-
culate both refined relaxations and molecular densities. The
analysis of correlations between PES and molar densities pro-
vides access to the conformation of the central system. The
role of the environment was secondly taken into account in
this system by using both cluster-conductor-like polarizable
continuum model CPCM and SDM models.44, 45 In this ap-
proach, a continuous surface charge formalism ensures the
continuity of the reaction field by expanding the apparent
surface charge that builds up at the solute-environment inter-
face in terms of spherical Gaussian functions located at each

TABLE I. THN and C12 density, polarizability, and �d absolute variation distance between molecules from ground
equilibrium state at atmospheric pressure as a function of the pressure.

THN C12

Pressure Density Polarizability �da Density Polarizability �da

(MPa) (g cm−3) (a.u.) (Å) (g cm−3) (a.u.) (Å)

0.1 0.9647 121.8350 0.000 0.7457 160.4777 0.000
25 0.9781 121.8387 0.014 0.7624 160.4967 0.017
50 0.9901 121.8419 0.028 0.7764 160.5119 0.033

aDistances are expressed between the centers of masses.
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surface element in which the cavity surface is discretized. The
solute radius (in Angstroms) was expressed in terms of mo-
lar density. Moreover, a dielectric constant of ε = 1.911 was
chosen for the present study (similar to a non-polar solvent
such as heptane). Finally, DFT analytical second derivatives
were calculated for the determination of the three compo-
nents αxx , αyy , and αzz , as well as the mean polarizability
ᾱ = (αxx + αyy + αzz)/3 of the central molecule ᾱ(P). Re-
sults are expressed in Table I in atomic unit (a.u.) correspond-
ing to 0.148184 × 10−24 cm−3.

The density of THN was measured with an HP 700
Anton-Paar densimeter, while the density of C12 was taken
from handbooks. The dependence of the molecules polariz-
ability until 50 MPa is weak. The values of the molecular po-
larizability of the two molecules we will take into account in
the discussion are then: 121.84 ± 0.01 a.u. for the THN and
160.50 ± 0.02 a.u. for the C12 molecules.

Note that the theoretical model proposed in this work
is unambiguous. It consists of directly taking into account
the environmental effect (pressure) with the use of a polar-
izable continuum model (PCM). The computational choices
made for the polarizability calculations are relative to the
necessity to describe the polarization of the solute’s electric
field. So, both diffuse and not extended basis sets were used.
At the same time, because of prime intermolecular interac-
tion importance, the use of a dispersive DFT was also made.
The absolute variations of the mean intermolecular distances
from ground equilibrium state at atmospheric pressure are re-
ported in Table I. As expected in the experimental range and
because it concerns long range intermolecular phenomenon,
very small variations are observed in those structural param-
eters. Nevertheless, if these variations seem very small re-
duce to a polarizability calculation, there are always signifi-
cant and vary in the good direction regardless of the studied
system.

As a simple test we have calculated the polarizability of
the liquid toluene at 5 MPa. The calculated value is 91.88 a.u.
For comparison the value calculated using Eq. (7) (LL for-
mula) is 82.55 a.u. and using Eq. (8) (LO formula) we obtain
87.03 a.u. (we use the value of n and density of toluene at
5 MPa from literature). The deviation is of 11% from LL for-
mula and 6% from LO formula. This allows us validating the
quantum calculation procedure. Again we find a better agree-
ment with LO formula.
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